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Polynomially bounded proof systems
Optimal proof systems
Oneof the starting points of propositional proof complexity is the seminal paper byCook and
Reckhow [J. Symbolic Logic, 1979], where they defined propositional proof systems as poly-
timecomputable functionswhichhaveall propositional tautologies as their range.Motivated
by provability consequences in bounded arithmetic, Cook and Krajícˇek [J. Symbolic Logic,
2007] have recently started the investigation of proof systemswhich are computed by poly-
time functions using advice.
In this paper we concentrate on three fundamental questions regarding this newmodel.
First,we investigatewhetheragiven language L admits apolynomiallyboundedproof system
with advice. Depending on the complexity of the underlying language L and the amount and
type of the advice used by the proof system, we obtain different characterizations for this
problem. Inparticular,we showthat this question is tightly linkedwith thequestionwhether
L has small nondeterministic instance complexity.
The second question concerns the existence of optimal proof systems with advice. For
propositional proof systems, Cook and Krajícˇek gave a surprising positive answer which we
extend to all languages.
These results show that providing proof systems with advice yields a more powerful
model, but thismodel is also less directly applicable in practice. Our third question therefore
asks whether the usage of advice in propositional proof systems can be simplified or even
eliminated. While in principle, the advice can be very complex, we show that propositional
proof systems with logarithmic advice are also computable in poly-time with access to a
sparseNP-oracle. Employing a recent technique of Buhrman and Hitchcock [CCC, 2008] we
also manage to transfer the advice from the proof to the proven formula, which leads to a
more practical computational model.
© 2010 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
Propositional proof complexity studies the question how difficult it is to prove propositional tautologies. In the classical
Cook–Reckhow model, proofs are verified in deterministic polynomial time [13]. While this is certainly the most useful
setting for practical applications, it is nevertheless interesting to ask if proofs can be shortened when we provide more
resources for their verification. In this direction, Cook and Krajícˇek [12] have recently initiated the study of proof systems
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which use advice for the verification of proofs. Their results show that, like in the classical Cook–Reckhow setting, these
proof systems enjoy a close connection to theories of bounded arithmetic.
In this paper we continue their investigation and particularly focus on the following fundamental questions for this new
model:
Q1: Given a language L, do there exist polynomially bounded proof systems with advice for L?
Q2: For propositional proof systems, does advice help to shorten proofs?
Q3: Do there exist optimal proof systems with advice for L?
For question Q1, one of the major motivations for proof complexity [13], we obtain a complete complexity-theoretic
characterization. The classical Cook–Reckhow Theorem states that NP = coNP if and only if the set of all tautologies
TAUT has a polynomially bounded proof system, i.e., there exists a polynomial p such that every tautology ϕ has a proof
of size ≤ p(|ϕ|) in the system. Consequently, showing super-polynomial lower bounds to the proof size in propositional
proof systems of increasing strength provides one way to attack the P/NP problem. This approach, also known as the
Cook–Reckhow program, has led to a very fruitful research on the length of propositional proofs (cf. [18]).
As in the Cook–Reckhow Theorem above, we obtain a series of results leading to a complete characterization for Q1.
In particular, we show a tight connection of this problem to the notion of nondeterministic instance complexity. Similarly
as Kolmogorov complexity, instance complexity measures the complexity of individual instances of a language [17]. In
its nondeterministic version, Arvind et al. [1] used this complexity measure to show that, under reasonable complexity-
theoretic assumptions, there are infinitely many tautologies that are hard to prove in every propositional proof system. In
the light of our present contribution, this connection between nondeterministic instance complexity and proof complexity
is strengthened by results of the following form: all elements of a given language L have small instance complexity if and only
if L has a proof system with advice such that every x ∈ L has a short proof.
For questionQ2we concentrate on themost interesting case of propositional proof systems. Unfortunately, proof systems
with advice do not constitute a feasible model for the verification of proofs in practice, as the non-uniform advice can be
very complex (and even non-recursive). Approaching question Q2, we therefore investigate whether the advice can be
simplified or even eliminated without increasing the proof length. Our first result in this direction shows that proving
propositional tautologies does not require complicated or even non-recursive advice: every propositional proof systemwith
up to logarithmic advice is simulated by a propositional proof system computable in polynomial time with access to a
sparse NP-oracle. Thus in propositional proof complexity, computation with advice can be replaced by a more realistic
computational model.
While this result holds unconditionally, our next two results explore consequences of a positive or negative answer to
questionQ2. Assumefirst that advice helps to prove tautologies in the sense that proof systemswith advice admit non-trivial
upper bounds on the lengths of proofs. Then we show that the same upper bound can be achieved in a proof system with a
simplified advicemodel. On the other hand, if the answer is negative in the sense that advice does not help to shorten proofs
even for simple tautologies, then we obtain optimal propositional proof systems without advice.
This brings us to our last question Q3. While the existence of optimal proof systems in the classical model is a prominent
open problem posed by Krajícˇek and Pudlák 20 years ago [16], question Q3 receives a surprising positive answer: optimal
proof systems exist when a small amount of advice is allowed. For propositional proof systems this was already shown by
Cook and Krajícˇek [12]. Using the proof technique from [12], we show that for every language L, the class of all proof systems
for L using logarithmic advice contains an optimal proof system.
Thispaper isorganizedas follows: InSection2wereviewrelevantnotions fromcomputational complexityandparticularly
from instance complexity. We prove strict inclusions for a chain of complexity classes which play a central role in our
characterization of Q1. In Section 3 we introduce our general model for proof systems with advice. Sections 4, 5, and 6
contain our results on questions Q1, Q2, and Q3, respectively. Finally, in Section 7 we conclude with a discussion and some
directions to future research.
2. Preliminaries from computational complexity
Weassume familiaritywith standard complexity classes (cf. [3]). In the followingwe justmention a few classeswhich are
of interest in this paper. The Boolean hierarchyBH is the closure ofNP under union, intersection, and complementation. The
levels of BH are denoted BHk , where BH2 is also known asDp. The Boolean hierarchy coincides with PNP[O(1)] consisting
of all languages which can be solved in polynomial time with constantly many queries to anNP oracle. If we allow O(log n)
adaptive queries we get the presumably larger class PNP[log].
Throughout the paper we fix the alphabet  = {0, 1}. A set A ⊆ ∗ is sparse if there exists a polynomial p such that
for each n ∈ N, |A ∩ n| ≤ p(n). A sparse set A is called tally if A ⊆ {1n | n ∈ N}. The class of all sparse and tally sets are
denoted by Sparse and Tally, respectively.
Complexity classes with advice were first considered by Karp and Lipton [14]. For each function h : N → ∗ and each
language L we let L/h = {x | 〈x, h(|x|)〉 ∈ L}. If C is a complexity class and F is a class of functions, then C/F = {L/h | L ∈
C, h ∈ F}. Usually the family of functions F is defined by some bound on the length of the values in terms of the argument.
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Thus, for example,NP/O(1) denotes the class of languages recognized byNPmachineswith advice functions hwhere |h(n)|
is bounded by a constant (cf. [3]).
2.1. Nondeterministic instance complexity
WhileKolmogorovcomplexity studies thehardnessof individual strings, thenotionof instancecomplexitywas introduced
by Orponen et al. [17] to measure the hardness of individual instances of a given language. The deterministic instance
complexity of [17] was later generalized to the nondeterministic setting by Arvind et al. [1].
As required for Kolmogorov complexity and instance complexity, we fix a universal Turing machine U(M, x) which
executes nondeterministic programsM on inputs x. In the sequel, we refrain from always mentioning U explicitly. Thus we
simply write statements like “M is a t-time bounded Turing machine” with the precise meaning that U always spends at
most t(n) steps to simulateM on inputs of length n. Likewise, to “simulate a machineM on input x” always means executing
U(M, x).
A nondeterministic Turing machineM is consistentwith a language L (or L-consistent), if L(M) ⊆ L. We can now give the
definition of nondeterministic instance complexity from [1].
Definition 2.1 (Arvind et al. [1]). For a set L and a time bound t, the t-time-bounded nondeterministic instance complexity of
x with respect to L is defined as
nict(x : L) = min{ |M| : M is an L-consistent t-time-bounded nondeter-
ministic machine, andM decides correctly on x }.
Similarly as in the deterministic case in [17], we collect all languages with prescribed upper bounds on the running time
and nondeterministic instance complexity in a complexity class.
Definition 2.2. Let F1 and F2 be two classes of functions. We define
NIC[F1, F2] = {L : there exist s ∈ F1 and t ∈ F2 such that for all x ∈ ∗nict(x : L) ≤ s(|x|)}.
A particularly interesting choice for the classes F1 and F2 is to allow polynomial running time, but only logarithmic
descriptions for the machines. This leads to the class NIC[log, poly] which plays a central role in this paper. Similarly as
in the deterministic case (cf. [17]), the next proposition locates this class between the nonuniform classes NP/log and
NP/poly.
Proposition 2.3. NP/log ⊆ NIC[log, poly] ⊆ NP/poly.
Proof. For the first inclusion, let L ∈ NP/log. Let M be a nondeterministic Turing machine with logarithmic advice that
decides L and let an be the advice given toM for inputs of length n. We define a collection of programsMn,an for L as follows.
On input x the machineMn,an first checks whether the length of the input is n. For this we need to code the number n into
Mn,an . If |x| 
= n, thenMn,an rejects. Otherwise,Mn,an simulatesM on input x with advice an which is also coded intoMn,an .
Essentially, the machines Mn,an are constructed by hardwiring n and an into M, and thus the size of Mn,an is logarithmic in
n. Therefore L ∈ NIC[log, poly].
For the second inclusion, let L ∈ NIC[log, poly]. Then there exist a constant c and a polynomial p such that for all x we
have nicp(x : L) ≤ c log |x| + c. We construct a nondeterministic Turing machine M with polynomial advice that accepts
exactly L. The advice ofM for length n consists of all nondeterministic TuringmachinesM1, . . . ,Mm of size atmost c log n+c
which are consistent with L. Note that for each input length n, there are only polynomially many machines of the appropri-
ate size ≤ c log n + c. Hence polynomial advice suffices to encode the whole list M1, . . . ,Mm. On input x, the machine M
simulates eachMi on x for at most p(|x|) steps. If any of theMi accepts, thenM accepts as well, otherwise it rejects.
We claim, that L(M) = L. For, if x ∈ L, then there is a nondeterministic L-consistent Turing machineMi such thatMi(x)
accepts and |Mi| ≤ c log |x| + c. Thus, alsoM(x) accepts. If, on the other hand,M accepts x, then so does someMi which is
consistent with L. Therefore, x ∈ L because L(Mi) ⊆ L. 
In fact, the inclusions in Proposition 2.3 are proper as we will show in Theorem 2.5 below. For the proof we need the
following notion:
Definition 2.4 (Buhrman et al. [9]). For a time bound t, the nondeterministic decision complexity of x, denoted CNDt(x), is the
minimal size of a t-time-bounded nondeterministic Turing machineM with L(M) = {x}.
As already noted in [1], the CND measure provides an upper bound to the nic measure, i.e., for any language L and time
bound t there is a constant c > 0 such that nict(x : L) ≤ CNDt(x) + c for all x ∈ ∗. By a simple counting argument,
it follows that for any length n there exist strings x of length n with CND(x) ≥ n, where CND(x) is the minimal size of a
nondeterministic Turing machineM with L(M) = {x} (i.e., the time-unbounded CNDmeasure).
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Inspired by a similar result in [17], we now prove the following separations:
Theorem 2.5
1. For every constant c > 0,NP/nc 
⊇ NIC[log, poly].
2. NIC[log, poly] 
⊇ P/lin.
Proof. For the first item, let 0 < c < d be natural numbers. Diagonalizing against all NPmachines and all advice strings,
we inductively define a set Awith A ∈ NIC[log, poly], but A 
∈ NP/nc . Let (Ni)i∈N be an enumeration of all NPmachines,
in which every machine occurs infinitely often. In step n we diagonalize against the machine Nn and every advice string of
length ≤ nc which Nn might use for length n. Let x1, . . . , x2n be the lexicographic enumeration of all strings in n and let
Sn = {x1, . . . , xnd} ⊆ n. For each string w of length at most nc , let Aw = {x ∈ Sn : Nn(x) accepts under advice w}. Since
there are only 2n
c
such sets, but 2n
d
subsets of Sn, there must be one which is not equal to any Aw . For every n, let An be one
such set, and let A = ⋃n An. By construction, A 
∈ NP/nc .
We still have to show A ∈ NIC[log, poly]. For each string s, let s˜ be the substring of swhich has all leading zeros deleted.
For each n and each a ∈ An, let Mn,˜a be the following machine: on input x, the machine Mn,˜a checks whether |x| = n and
x˜ = a˜. If this test is positive, thenMn,˜a accepts, otherwise it rejects. The machineMn,˜a is of size O(log n), as both n and a˜ are
of length O(log n) (observe that the first nd elements in the lexicographic order of n have no 1’s appearing before the last
log nd bits). Thus A ∈ NIC[log, poly].
For the second item, let A be a set that contains exactly one element x per length with CND(x) ≥ |x|. Obviously, A ∈
P/lin because A contains exactly one string per length and this element can be given as advice. On the other hand, A 
∈
NIC[log, poly]. Assume on the contrary, that A ∈ NIC[log, poly]. Then there are a constant c and a polynomial p, such that
for each x ∈ A, there is an A-consistent p-time-bounded machineMx of size ≤ c log |x| + c which accepts x. We modifyMx
to a machineM′x such that L(M′x) = {x} and |M′x| ≤ c′ log |x| + c′ for some constant c′. This machineM′x works as follows:
on input y, the machineM′x first checks whether |y| = |x|. If not, it rejects. Otherwise, it simulatesMx(y). Thus for all x ∈ A,
CND(x) ≤ c′ log |x| + c′, contradicting the choice of A. 
From Theorem 2.5 we infer that both inclusions in Proposition 2.3 are strict:
Corollary 2.6. NP/log  NIC[log, poly]  NP/poly.
3. Proof systems with advice
We start with a general semantic definition of proof systems:
Definition 3.1. A proof system for a language L is a (possibly partial) surjective function f : ∗ → L. For L = TAUT, f is
called a propositional proof system.
A string w with f (w) = x is called an f -proof of x. Proof complexity studies lengths of proofs, so we use the following
notion: for a function t : N → N, a proof system f for L is t-bounded if every x ∈ L has an f -proof of size ≤ t(|x|). If t is a
polynomial, then f is called polynomially bounded.
Proof systems are compared according to their strength by simulations as introduced in [13,16]. If f and g are proof
systems for L, we say that g simulates f (denoted f ≤ g), if there exists a polynomial p such that for all x ∈ L and f -proofs w
of x there is a g-proof w′ of x with |w′| ≤ p (|w|). If such a proof w′ can even be computed from w in polynomial time, we
say that g p-simulates f and denote this by f ≤p g. If the systems f and g mutually (p-)simulate each other they are called
(p-)equivalent. A proof system for L is (p-)optimal if it (p-)simulates all proof systems for L.
In the classical framework of Cook and Reckhow [13], proof systems are additionally required to be computable in
polynomial time. Recently, CookandKrajícˇek [12]have started to investigatepropositional proof systems that are computable
in polynomial time with the help of advice. We will first generalize this concept to arbitrary languages.
Our general model of computation for proof systems f with advice is a polynomial-time Turing transducer with several
tapes: an input tape containing the proof π , possibly several work tapes for the computation of the machine, an output
tape where we output the proven element f (π), and an advice tape containing the advice. We start with a quite flexible
definition of proof systems with advice for arbitrary languages, generalizing the notion of propositional proof systems with
advice from [5,12].
Definition 3.2. For a function k : N → N, a proof system f for L is a proof system with k bits of advice, if there exist a
polynomial-time Turing transducerM, an advice function h : N → ∗, and an advice selector function  : ∗ → 1∗ such
that
1.  is computable in polynomial time,
2. M computes the proof system f with the help of the advice h, i.e., for all π ∈ ∗, f (π) = M(π, h(|(π)|)), and
3. for all n ∈ N, the length of the advice h(n) is bounded by k(n).
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Wewill abbreviate the phrase “proof system with k bits of advice” by ps/k. For a class F of functions, we denote by ps/F the
class of all ps/k with k ∈ F .
We say that f uses k bits of input advice if  has the special form (π) = 1|π |. On the other hand, in case (π) = 1|f (π)|
for all π in the domain of f , then f is said to use k bits of output advice. By this definition, proof systems with input advice use
non-uniform information depending on the length of the proof, while proof systems with output advice use non-uniform
information depending on the length of the proven formula.
We note that proof systems with advice are a quite powerful concept, as for every language L ⊆ ∗ there exists a proof
system for L with only one bit of advice. In contrast, the class of all languages for which proof systems without advice exist
coincides with the class of all recursively enumerable languages.
The above definition of a proof systemwith advice allows a very liberal use of advice, in the sense that for each input, the
advice string used is determined by the advice selector function . For L = TAUT this general definition coincides with our
definition of propositional proof systemswith advice from [5]. In [5,12], concrete proof systems arising from generalizations
of the extended Frege system EF (cf. [18]) were investigated, which indeed require this general framework with respect to
the advice.
In the next proposition we observe that proof systems with input advice are already as powerful as our general model of
proof systems with advice.
Proposition 3.3. Let k : N → N be a monotone function, L ⊆ ∗, and f be a ps/k for L. Then there exists a proof system f ′ for
L with k bits of input advice such that f and f ′ are p-equivalent.
Proof. We choose a polynomial-time computable bijective pairing function 〈·, ·〉 on N such that 〈n1, n2〉 ≥ n1 + n2 for
all numbers n1 and n2. Let f be a ps/k for L with advice function h and advice selector . We define a proof system f
′ for L
with input advice as follows: on input π ′ of length n the function f ′ first computes the two unique numbers n1 and n2 such
that n = 〈n1, n2〉. It then interprets the first n1 bits π ′1 . . . π ′n1 of π ′ as an f -proof π and checks whether (π) = 1n2 . If
this is the case, f ′(π ′) = f (π), otherwise f ′ outputs a fixed element x0 ∈ L. Obviously, f ′(π ′) is computable with advice
h(|(π)|) = h(n2)whose length is bounded by k(n2) ≤ k(n). This shows that f ′ is a ps/k for L with input advice.
The p-simulation of f by f ′ is computed by the function π → π ′ = π1m wherem = 〈|π |, |(π)|〉 − |π |. The converse
simulation f ′ ≤p f is given by
π ′ →
{
π = π ′1 · · ·π ′n1 if |π ′| = 〈n1, n2〉 and (π) = 1n2
π0 otherwise
where π0 is a fixed f -proof of x0. 
4. Polynomially bounded proof systems with advice
For any language L, we now investigate question Q1 whether L has a polynomially bounded proof system with advice.
We obtain different characterizations of this question, depending on
• whether we use input or output advice,
• which amount of advice the proof system may use, and
• the complexity of the proven language L.
In Section 4.1 we analyze the situation for arbitrary languages and in Section 4.2 we obtain stronger results for languages in
coNP.
4.1. Results for arbitrary languages
We first consider proof systems with output advice. Similarly as in the classical result by Cook and Reckhow [13], we
obtain the following equivalence:
Theorem 4.1. Let L ⊆ ∗ be a language and let k : N → N be a function. Then L has a polynomially bounded ps/k with output
advice if and only if L ∈ NP/k.
Proof. For the forward implication, let P be a polynomially bounded ps/k with output advice for L and let p be a bounding
polynomial for P. We construct anNP/kmachineM which uses the same advice as P and decides L. On input x, the machine
M guesses a P proof w of size ≤ p(|x|) and checks whether P(w) = x. If so,M accepts, otherwiseM rejects.
For the backward implication, let N be an NP/k machine deciding L with advice function h. We define a proof system
P for L with k bits of output advice. Again, both P and N use the same advice. On input π = 〈w, x〉 the proof system P
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checks whether w is an accepting computation of N on input x with advice h(|x|). If so, then P(π) = x. Otherwise, P(π) is
undefined. 
Given this result, we can now concentrate on input advice. In view of Theorem 6.1 below, input advice appears to be a
stronger concept than output advice (as we probably cannot expect a similar result as Theorem 6.1 for output advice, cf. [5]
and also Corollary 4.5 and Proposition 4.9 below for further results supporting this claim). Surprisingly, the advantage of
input advice seems to vanish when we allow a polynomial amount of advice.
Theorem 4.2. Let L ⊆ ∗ be any language. Then L has a polynomially bounded ps/poly with output advice if and only if L has
a polynomially bounded ps/poly with input advice.
Proof. The forward direction is a simple application of Proposition 3.3.
For the backward implication, let fin be a ps/poly with input advice for L bounded by some polynomial p. Let an be the
polynomially length-bounded advice used by fin on inputs of length n.
We define a polynomially bounded ps/poly fout for L with output advice as follows. Inputs x for fout are interpreted as
pairs x = 〈π, y〉. If |π | ≤ p(|y|) and fin(π) = y, then fout(x) = y. Otherwise, fout is undefined. The computation of fout uses
all advice strings for fin up to length p(|y|) as advice. This still results in polynomial-size output advice for fout .
The system fout is correct, because fin is correct. It is complete, because every y ∈ L has a proof πy with ∣∣πy∣∣ ≤ p(|y|),
implying that fout(〈πy, y〉) = y. Hence, fout is a polynomially bounded ps/poly with output advice. 
By Theorems 4.1 and 4.2, the existence of polynomially bounded ps/poly with input advice for L is equivalent to L ∈
NP/poly. Next,we consider proof systemswith only a logarithmic amount of advice. In this case,weget a similar equivalence
as before, where the classNP/poly is replaced by the instance complexity classNIC[log, poly].
Theorem 4.3. For every language L the following conditions are equivalent:
1. L has a polynomially bounded ps/1 with input advice.
2. L has a polynomially bounded ps/log with input advice.
3. L ∈ NIC[log, poly].
Proof. The implication 4.3 ⇒ 4.3 follows by definition.
To prove the implication 4.3⇒ 4.3, let f be a polynomially bounded ps/log with input advice and bounding polynomial
p. For each x we have to construct a programM which is consistent with L and correctly decides x. If x 
∈ L, thenM can just
always reject. If x ∈ L, then there exists an f -proof π of x of length≤ p(|x|). Let a be the advice for f on inputs of length |π |.
To construct themachineM for x, we hardwire the values of |x|, |π |, and a intoM. On input y themachineM checks whether
|y| = |x|. If not, it rejects. OtherwiseM guesses an f -proof π ′ of length |π | for y and verifies that f (π ′) = y using the advice
a. If this test is positive, then M accepts, otherwise M rejects. Clearly, M accepts exactly all elements from L of length |x|
which have f -proofs of length |π |. In particular,M accepts x. Additionally,M is a polynomial-time nondeterministic program
of length at most c + log |x| + log |π | + |a| for some constant c. Therefore L ∈ NIC[log, poly].
For the remaining implication 4.3⇒ 4.3, let us assume that there are a polynomial p and a constant c, such that for every
x, nicp(x : L) ≤ c · log(|x|) + c. We define a polynomially bounded ps/1 f for L with input advice as follows. Proofs in f
take the form π = 〈x,w, 1M〉, where 〈·, . . . , ·〉 is a polynomial-time computable and length-injective tupling function. The
advice for f certifies whether or notM is a polynomial-time Turing machine that is consistent with L. If this is the case and
w is an accepting computation of M on input x, then f (π) = x. Otherwise, f (π) is undefined. Note that in the proof π we
described the machineM in tally form. Together with the length-injectivity of the tupling function this allows the advice to
refer to the machineM (but not to the input x which is given in binary notation).
Now, since L ∈ NIC[log, poly], for every x ∈ L there is an L-consistent Turing machine Mx with running time p which
accepts x and |Mx| ≤ c · log |x| + c. Thus every element x ∈ L has a polynomial-size f -proof 〈x,w, 1Mx〉 where w is an
accepting path ofMx(x). 
In fact, we can prove a more general version of the preceding theorem, where we replace polynomial upper bounds for
the proof length by arbitrary upper bounds. In this way we obtain:
Theorem 4.4. For any language L and any function t : N → N, t ∈ n(1), the following conditions are equivalent:
1. L has a tO(1)-bounded ps/1 with input advice.
2. L has a tO(1)-bounded ps/log with input advice.
3. L ∈ NIC[O(log t), tO(1)].
For a language L we now consider the following three assertions:
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Table 1
Languages with polynomially bounded proof systems.
Input advice Output advice
ps/poly NP/poly NP/poly
ps/log NIC[log, poly] NP/log
ps/1 NIC[log, poly] NP/1
ps/0 NP NP
A1: L has a polynomially bounded ps/log with output advice.
A2: L has a polynomially bounded ps/log with input advice.
A3: L has a polynomially bounded ps/poly with output advice.
By our results so far, assertions A1, A2, and A3 are equivalent to the statement that L is contained in the classes NP/log,
NIC[log, poly], andNP/poly, respectively. As these classes form a chain of inclusions by Proposition 2.3, we get the impli-
cations A1 ⇒ A2 ⇒ A3 for every L. Moreover, by Corollary 2.6, the inclusions NP/log  NIC[log, poly]  NP/poly are
proper. Hence we obtain:
Corollary 4.5. There exist languages L for which A2 is fulfilled, but A1 fails. Likewise, there exist languages L for which A3 is
fulfilled, but A2 fails.
Table 4.1 provides an overview of our results on question Q1 obtained so far, showing which languages possess polyno-
mially bounded proof systems with advice. It is interesting to note that all language classes appearing in this table form a
chain of strict inclusions (cf. Corollary 2.6).
4.2. Polynomially bounded proof systems for TAUT
From a practical point of view, it is most interesting to investigate what precisely happens for L = TAUT (or more
generally for problems in coNP). Even though by Corollary 2.6, NP/log and NIC[log, poly] are distinct, they do not differ
inside coNP, as the next theorem shows.
Theorem 4.6. Let L ∈ coNP. Then L ∈ NP/log if and only if L ∈ NIC[log, poly]. Moreover, if L ∈ NP/log, then the advice
can be computed in FPNP[log].
Proof. By Proposition 2.3we only have to prove the backward implication. For this let L be a language from coNP. Assuming
L ∈ NIC[log, poly], there exists a polynomial p and a constant c such that nicp(x : L) ≤ c log |x| + c for all x ∈ ∗. Let
n be the set of all p-time bounded nondeterministic machinesM with |M| ≤ c log n + c. Let further an be the number of
machines fromn that are not consistent with L∩≤n. As the cardinality ofn is bounded by a polynomial in n, the length
of the number an is logarithmic in n.
We now construct a nondeterministic Turing machine N that uses c log n+ c+ 1 bits of advice for inputs of length n and
decides L. The advice ofN for input length nwill be the number an. On input x of length n, themachineN nondeterministically
chooses an pairwise distinct machinesM1, . . . ,Man ∈ n and strings x1, . . . , xan ∈ ≤n. Next, N verifies that x1, . . . , xan
do not belong to L. As L ∈ coNP, this can be done in nondeterministic polynomial time. Then N checks whether for each
i = 1, . . . , an the machine Mi accepts the input xi. If any of the tests so far failed, N rejects. Otherwise, if all these tests
were positive, we know that every machine in n \ {M1, . . . ,Man} is consistent with L ∩ ≤n. After this verification has
successfully taken place,N simulates all remainingmachinesM ∈ n \{M1, . . . ,Man} on input x. If one of these simulations
accepts, then also N accepts x, otherwise N rejects.
Since there are only consistent machines left after an machines have been deleted, N never accepts any x 
∈ L. On the
other hand, the assumption L ∈ NIC[log, poly] guarantees that for every x ∈ L there is a machine inn which is consistent
with L and accepts x. Therefore N correctly decides L, and thus L ∈ NP/log, as claimed.
For the additional claim in the theorem, we again use the above construction. Starting from a language L ∈ NP/log, we
first obtain the collection of machines by Proposition 2.3, witnessing L ∈ NIC[log, poly]. This collection of machines is then
transformed again into anNP-machine with logarithmic advice by the construction above. By this procedure we bring both
the machine as well as the advice into a well-defined normal form. Now it suffices to observe that using binary search we
can compute the advice an with at most logarithmically many queries of the form “Do there exist at leastm logarithmic-size
machines which are inconsistent with L ∩ ≤n?”. As this is anNP question, the advice can be computed in FPNP[log]. 
By Theorem 4.2 we already know that an arbitrary language L has a polynomially bounded ps/poly with input advice
if and only if L has a polynomially bounded ps/poly with output advice. As a corollary to Theorem 4.6 we obtain the same
equivalence for logarithmic advice, but only for coNP languages.
Corollary 4.7. Let L be a language from coNP. Then L has a polynomially bounded ps/log with input advice if and only if L has
a polynomially bounded ps/log with output advice.
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Table 2
Consequences of the existence of polynomially bounded proof systems.
Assumption Consequence
if TAUT has a polynomially bounded … then PH collapses to …
ps/poly (input or output advice) SNP2 ⊆ p3
ps/log (input or output advice) PNP[log]
ps/O(1) (input advice) PNP[log]
ps/O(1) (output advice) PNP[O(1)] = BH
ps/0 (no advice) NP
Descending to constant advice, this equivalence seems to fail, as we show below. For this we use a result of Buhrman et
al. [8]:
Theorem 4.8 (Buhrman et al. [8]). For every constant k ≥ 1, coNP ⊆ NP/k if and only if PH ⊆ BH2k .
Using this result we conclude that the assertions of the existence of polynomially bounded proof systems with input
and output advice appear to be of different strength, as otherwise the equivalence of two collapses of PH of presumably
different strength follows.
Proposition 4.9. Assume that TAUT having a polynomially bounded ps/1with input advice implies that TAUT has a polynomially
bounded ps/1 with output advice. Then PH ⊆ BH already implies PH ⊆ Dp.
Proof. If the polynomial hierarchy collapses to the Boolean hierarchy, then PH in fact collapses to some level BHk of BH.
By Theorem 4.8, this means that coNP ⊆ NP/k′ for some constant k′. Hence by Theorem 4.1, TAUT has a polynomially
bounded ps/k′ P with output advice. By a result of Cook and Krajícˇek [12] (cf. also Theorem 6.1 below), this proof system P is
simulated by a proof system P′ which only uses 1 bit of input advice. As P is polynomially bounded, this is also true for P′. By
our assumption, TAUT also has polynomially bounded ps/1 with output advice. By Theorem 4.1 this implies coNP ⊆ NP/1
and therefore PH ⊆ Dp by Theorem 4.8. 
We remark that in Proposition 4.9 we have to state the result for TAUT or some other coNP-complete set, but do not
obtain the same statement for any coNP language.
So far we have provided different characterizations of question Q1 whether polynomially bounded proof systems with
advice exist. At this point it is natural to ask, how likely these assumptions actually are, i.e., what consequences follow from
the assumption that such proof systems exist. For TAUT we obtain a series of collapse consequences of presumably different
strength as shown in Table 4.2.
The first line in Table 4.2 follows from Theorems 4.1 and 4.2 and a result of Cai et al. [11], who have shown that coNP ⊆
NP/poly implies PH ⊆ SNP2 . For the second line, the distinction between input and output advice is again irrelevant
(Corollary 4.7). Here we use a result of Arvind et al. [1], who showed that TAUT ∈ NIC[log, poly] implies PH ⊆ PNP[log].
Finally, the constant-advice case (lines 3 and 4) follows from Theorem 4.8 in conjunction with Theorems 4.1 and 4.3. In
comparison, the classical Cook–Reckhow Theorem states that TAUT has an advice-free polynomially bounded proof system
if and only if PH ⊆ NP (line 5).
5. Simplifying the advice in propositional proof systems
In this section we again concentrate on propositional proof systems and prove results which contribute to an answer to
question Q2. Apart from TAUT, our results proved here generalize to other languages, but different properties of TAUT play
a role in these generalizations.
5.1. Transferring advice from the proof to the formula
There are two natural ways to enhance proof systems with advice by either supplying non-uniform information to the
proof (input advice) or to the proven formula (output advice). Intuitively, input advice is the stronger model: proofs can be
quite long and formulas of the same size typically require proofs of different size. Hence, supplying advice depending on
the proof size is not only more flexible, but also results in more advice per formula. This view is also supported by previous
results: there exist optimal proof systems with input advice [12] (see also Theorem 6.1 below), whereas for output advice a
similar result cannot be obtained by current techniques [5]. Further evidence is provided by the existence of languages that
have polynomially bounded proof systems with logarithmic input advice, but do not have such systems with output advice
(Corollary 4.5).
In our next result we show how input advice can be transformed into output advice. We obtain this simplification of
advice under the assumption of weak, but non-trivial upper bounds to the proof size. More precisely, from a propositional
proof system which uses logarithmic input advice and has sub-exponential size proofs of all tautologies, we construct a
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system with polynomial output advice which obeys almost the same upper bounds. The result holds for TAUT and more
generally for all languages L which have a polynomial-time computable AND-function:
Definition 5.1. A language L possesses a linear AND-function if there exists a function AND which is both polynomial-time
computable and polynomial-time invertible such that for all x1, . . . , xn ∈ ∗, AND(x1, . . . , xn) ∈ L if and only if xi ∈ L for
all i = 1, . . . , n. We further require that |AND(x1, . . . , xn)| ≤ d · ∑ni=1 |xi| for some constant d.
For the proof of the next result we use a new technique by Buhrman and Hitchcock [10] who show that sets of sub-
exponential density are notNP-hard unless coNP ⊆ NP/poly.
Theorem 5.2. Let L be a language with a linear AND-function. Let further t(n) ∈ 2O(√n) and let f be a t(n)-bounded proof
system for L with polylogarithmic input advice. Then there exists an s(n)-bounded proof system g for L with polynomial output
advice where s(n) ∈ O(t(d · n2)) and where d is the constant from Definition 5.1.
Proof. Let t(n) ≤ 2c·√n for some constant c and let f be a t(n)-bounded propositional proof system with polylogarithmic
input advice. We say that π is a conjunctive f -proof for a string x ∈ L if there exist strings y1, . . . , yn with |yi| = |x| = n
such that f (π) = AND(y1, . . . , yn) and x is among the yi. For a number m ≥ 1, we denote by nm the number of strings
x ∈ L ∩ n which have conjunctive f -proofs of size exactlym. By counting we obtain
(nm)
n ≥ |{ (x1, . . . , xn) | AND(x1, . . . , xn) has an f -proof of sizem and |xi| = n for 1 ≤ i ≤ n }|. (1)
As f is t-bounded, every x ∈ L ∩ n has a conjunctive f -proof of size at most t(d · n2) where d is the constant from the
AND-function of L as in Definition 5.1. Let n = max{ nm | m ≤ t(d · n2) }. Using (1) we obtain
∣∣L ∩ n∣∣n ≤ t(d·n2)∑
m=1
(nm)
n ≤ (n)n · t(d · n2) ≤ (n)n · 2c·
√
d·n2 = (n · 2c·
√
d)n.
Thus, setting δ = 2−c·
√
d, we get n ≥ δ · |L ∩ n|. Therefore, by definition of n there exists a number mn,0 ≤ t(d · n2)
such that nmn,0 ≥ δ · |L ∩ n|, i.e., a δ-fraction of all strings from L of length n has a conjunctive f -proof of sizemn,0.
Consider now the set L=n0 of all strings from L of length nwhich do not have conjunctive f -proofs of sizemn,0. Repeating
the above argument for L=n0 yields a proof length mn,1 ≤ t(d · n2) such that nmn,1 ≥ δ ·
∣∣L=n0 ∣∣. Iterating this argument we
obtain a sequencemn,0,mn,1, . . . ,mn,(n), where
(n) =
⌈









such that every x ∈ L ∩ n has a conjunctive f -proof of sizemn,i for some i ∈ {0, . . . , (n)}.
Wewill now define a proof system gwhich uses polynomial output advice and obeys the same proof lengths as f . Assume
that f is computed by the polynomial-time Turing transducerMf with advice function hf . The system g will be computed by
a polynomial-time Turing transducerMg using the advice function
hg(n) = 〈mn,0, hf (mn,0), . . . ,mn,(n), hf (mn,(n))〉 .
The machineMg works as follows: On input π
′,Mg first checks whether the proof π ′ has the form
〈x, y1, . . . , yn, π, i〉 ,
where x, y1, . . . , yn are strings of length n such that x ∈ {y1, . . . , yn}, π is a string (an f -proof), and i is a number ≤ (n).
If this test fails, then g(π ′) is undefined. Then Mg uses its advice to check whether |π | = mn,i. If so, then Mg simulates
Mf on input π using advice hf (mn,i) (which is available through the advice function hg). If the output of this simulation is
AND(y1, . . . , yn), thenMg outputs x, otherwise g(π
′) is undefined.
By our analysis above, g is a proof system for L (it is correct and complete). The advice only depends on the length n of




(|mn,i| + |h(mn,i)|) ≤ ((n) + 1) (n/δ + loga(2n/δ)) = nO(1).
The size of a g-proof 〈x, y1, . . . , yn, π, i〉 for x ∈ L ∩ n is dominated by |π | ≤ t(d · n2), and therefore g is s(n)-bounded
for some s(n) ∈ O(t(d · n2)). 
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In some sense, Theorem 5.2 transfers the results of Theorem 4.2 and Corollary 4.7 to super-polynomial proof lengths.
However, while Theorem 4.2 has an easy proof and holds for all languages, the last construction is rather non-trivial and
uses the assumption that L has a linear AND-function.
5.2. Substituting advice by weak oracles
From a practical point of view, proof systems with advice are susceptive to criticism: advice can be arbitrarily complex
(even non-recursive) and thus verifying proofs with the help of advice does not form a feasible model to use in practice. Our
next result shows that for propositional proof systems, logarithmic advice can be replaced by a sparse NP-oracle without
increasing the proof length.
Theorem 5.3. Let L be a language from coNP. Then the following holds:
1. Every proof system for L with logarithmic advice is simulated by a proof system for L computable in polynomial time with
access to a sparseNP-oracle.
2. Conversely, every proof system for L computable in polynomial time with access to a sparse NP-oracle is simulated by a
proof system for L with logarithmic advice.
Proof. For the first claim, let f be a proof system for L computed by the polynomial-time Turing transducerMf with advice
function hf where |hf (n)| ≤ c · log n for some constant c. Without loss of generality, wemay assume that f uses input advice
(Proposition 3.3). We choose a length-injective polynomial-time computable pairing function 〈·〉 and consider the set
A =
{




where Mf (π, a) denotes the output of Mf on input π using advice a. Intuitively, A collects all incorrect advice strings
for Mf on length n. By construction, A is sparse. Further, A ∈ NP because on input 〈1n, a〉 we can guess π ∈ n and
nondeterministically verify Mf (π, a) 
∈ L. Because L ∈ coNP this verification is possible in nondeterministic polynomial
time.
We now construct a polynomial-time oracle Turing transducerMg which under oracle A computes a proof system g ≥ f .
Proofs in g will be of the form 〈π, ϕ〉. On such input, Mg queries all strings 〈1|π |, a〉, a ∈ ≤c·log |π |. For each negative
answer, Mg simulates Mf on input π using a as advice. If any of these simulations outputs ϕ, then Mg also outputs ϕ,
otherwise g(〈π, ϕ〉) is undefined. BecauseMg performs at most polynomially many simulations ofMf , themachineMg runs
in polynomial time. Correctness and completeness of g follow from the fact that Mf is simulated with all correct advice
strings, and the original advice used byMf is among these (as also other advice strings are used, g might have shorter proofs
than f , though).
For the second claim, let f be a proof system for L computed by the oracle transducerMf under the sparse NP-oracle A.
Let MA be an NP-machine for A and let p(n) be a polynomial bounding the cardinality of A ∩ ≤n as well as the running
times of MA and Mf . With these conventions, there are at most q(n) = p(p(n)) many strings in A that Mf may query on
inputs of length n.
We now define amachineMg , an advice function hg , and an advice selector g which together yield a proof system g ≥ f
for L with logarithmic advice. The advice function will be hg(n) = |A ∩ ≤p(n)|. As A is sparse this results in logarithmic
advice. Proofs in the system g are of the form
πg = 〈a1, . . . , aq(n),w1, . . . ,wq(n), πf 〉
where πf ∈ n (an f -proof), a1, . . . , aq(n) ∈ ≤p(n) (elements from A), andw1, . . . ,wq(n) ∈ ≤q(n) (computations ofMA).
Given such a proof πg , the advice selector chooses the advice corresponding to |πf |, i.e., we set g(πg) = |πf |. The machine
Mg works as follows: it first uses its advice to obtain the number m = hg(|πf |) and checks whether a1, . . . , am from the
proof πg are pairwise distinct and for each i = 1, . . . ,m, the string wi is an accepting computation ofMA on input ai. If all
these simulations succeed, then we know that A ∩ ≤p(n) = {a1, . . . , am}. HenceMg can now simulateMf on πf and give
correct answers to all oracle queries made in this computation. 
As a consequence, we get the following simplicity result stating that we can bound the complexity of the non-uniform
part (the advice) when proving coNP languages:
Corollary 5.4. Every ps/log f for a language in coNP is simulated by a ps/log g whose advice function h is computable in
FPNP∩Sparse[log], i.e., h is computable in polynomial time with a logarithmic number of queries to a sparseNP-oracle.
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Proof. The claim follows by first applying item 1 and then item 2 of Theorem 5.3 and observing that the advice function
of the resulting proof system (denoted hg in the proof above) is computable using binary search with logarithmically many
questions to the sparseNP-set { 〈1m, 1n〉 | m ≤ |A ∩ ≤p(n)| }. 
We remark that the condition L ∈ coNP in Theorem 5.3 is only needed for the first item whereas the second item holds
for all languages. Further, by an easymodification in the above proofs it follows that instead of a sparseNP-set it also suffices
to use a tally NP-set as the oracle. Let us remark that Balcázar and Schöning [2] have shown a similar trade-off between
advice and oracle access in complexity theory: coNP ⊆ NP/log if and only if coNP ⊆ NPS for some sparse S ∈ NP. We
complete the picture by showing that the simulations in the previous theorem cannot be strengthened to a full equivalence
between the two concepts:
Proposition 5.5. For every language L there exist proof systems with constant advice which cannot be computed with access to
a recursive oracle.
Proof. Let us first consider the case that L is recursively enumerable and let f be a polynomial-time computable proof system
for L. With each infinite sequence a = (ai)i∈N, ai ∈ {0, 1}, we associate the proof system
fa(π) =
{
f (π ′) if either π = 0π ′ or (π = 1π ′ and a|π | = 0)
undefined if π = 1π ′ and a|π | = 1.
Because of the first line of its definition, fa is a complete proof system for L. As different sequences a and b yield different
proof systems fa and fb, there exist uncountably many different propositional proof systems with one bit of advice. On the
other hand, there are only countably many proof systems computed by oracle Turing machines under recursive oracles.
Hence the claim follows.
Now consider the case that L is not recursively enumerable. Yet, L has a proof system with one bit of advice which is
computed by the machineM
M(w) =
{
x if h(|w|) = 1 and w = 1x (the string x coded in unary)
undefined otherwise
where h is the advice function forM defined as
h(n) =
{
1 if n = |1x| and x ∈ L
0 otherwise,
i. e., h(n) is the characteristic function of L where the input is coded in unary. On the other hand, if L is not recursively
enumerable, then L does not have a proof system which is computable in polynomial time under a recursive oracle. Hence
the claim also holds in this case. 
For polynomial instead of logarithmic advice, we obtain a similar result as Theorem 5.3, but there are two differences.
On the one hand, the result holds for arbitrary languages, whereas Theorem 5.3 only holds for languages in coNP. Also, we
will now get a full equivalence between the two concepts (compare with Proposition 5.5). On the other hand, the oracle will
still be sparse, but we cannot bound its complexity—it will be as complex as the original advice.
Proposition 5.6. Let L be an arbitrary language and let f be a proof system for L. Then f is a ps/poly if and only if f can be
computed in polynomial time with access to a sparse oracle.
Proof. For the forward direction, let f be a proof system for L computed by the polynomial-time Turing transducerMf with
advice function hf where |hf (n)| ≤ p(n) for some polynomial p. We choose a length-injective polynomial-time computable
pairing function 〈·〉 and consider the set
A = { 〈1n, a〉 | a is a prefix of hf (n) } .
Now, f can be computed in polynomial timewith oracle access to A by first computing the relevant advice using prefix search
and then simulatingMf .
Conversely, if f is computed in polynomial time q(n) under a sparse oracle B, then f is computable by a ps/poly with
input advice using as advice an encoding of the set B ∩ ≤q(n). 
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6. Optimal proof systems
A proof system for a language L which simulates every other proof system for L is called optimal. While in the classical
setting, the existence of optimal proof systems is a prominent open question [16], Cook and Krajícˇek [12] have shown that
there exists a propositional proof system with one bit of input advice which simulates all classical Cook–Reckhow proof
systems. The proof of this result easily generalizes to arbitrary languages L, thus yielding:
Theorem 6.1. For every language L there exists a proof system P with one bit of input advice such that P simulates all ps/log for
L. Moreover, P p-simulates all advice-free proof systems for L.
Proof. Let 〈·, . . . , ·〉be apolynomial-time computable tupling functionon∗ which is length injective, i.e., |〈x1, . . . , xn〉| =|〈y1, . . . , yn〉| implies |xi| = |yi| for i = 1, . . . , n. We define the proof system P as follows. P-proofs are of the form
w = 〈π, 1T , 1a, 1m〉 with π, T, a ∈ ∗ andm ∈ N (here 1T and 1a denote unary encodings of T and a, respectively).
The proof system P uses one bit h(|w|) of advice, where h(|w|) = 1 if and only if the transducer T with advice a only
outputs elements from L for inputs of length |π |. Note that by the length injectivity of 〈·, . . . , ·〉, the advice bit can in fact
refer to T , a, and |π |. Now, if h(|w|) = 1 and T on input π with advice a outputs y after at most m steps, then P(w) = y.
Otherwise, P(w) is undefined.
In case Q is a proof system computed by some polynomial-time transducer T without (i.e. zero bits of) advice, then Q is
p-simulated by P via the polynomial-time computable function π → 〈π, 1T , 1ε, 1p(|π |)〉, where p is a polynomial bound
for the running time of T (and ε is the empty string). On the other hand, if T uses advice h(|(π)|) of at most logarithmic
length, then Q is simulated by P via the function π → 〈π, 1T , 1h(|(π)|), 1p(|π |)〉. 
In contrast, it seems unlikely that we can obtain a similar result for output advice by current techniques (cf. [5] where we
investigated this problem for propositional proof systems). The questionwhether this optimality result can be strengthened
to p-optimality (where the simulations are replaced by p-simulations) was also studied in detail in [5], with both negative
and positive results providing partial answers to the question.
Combining Theorems 5.3 and 6.1, we can reformulate the optimality result for coNP languages in the oracle model:
Corollary 6.2. Let L ∈ coNP. Then there exists a proof system f for L which simulates every polynomial-time computable proof
system for L. The system f is computable in polynomial time under a sparseNP-oracle.
Our next result shows that if advice does not help to shorten proofs (even for easy languages), then optimal propositional
proof systems exist.
Theorem 6.3. If every polynomially bounded proof system for a coNP set that uses one bit of output advice can be simulated by
a proof system without advice, then the class of all polynomial-time computable propositional proof systems contains an optimal
system.
Proof. Book [7] showed that NE = coNE if and only if any tally set A ∈ coNP belongs to NP. The former, however,
implies the existence of an optimal proof system by a result of Krajícˇek and Pudlák [16]. Therefore it suffices to show that
the assumption implies that any tally set A ∈ coNP belongs to NP. Clearly, any tally set A ∈ coNP has a polynomially
bounded proof system f with one bit of output advice because we can define f (x) = 1|x| if the advice h(|x|) equals 1
and leave it undefined otherwise. Here, the advice function h is the characteristic function of the set {n ∈ N | 1n ∈ A}.
Now let g be a proof system without advice that simulates f . Then it follows that g is polynomially bounded and hence
A ∈ NP. 
7. Conclusion
In this paperwe have addressed some fundamental questions on proof systems in the new advicemodel. From a practical
perspective, propositional proof systemswith advice form themost interesting instances. Undoubtedly, themain question is:
Does advice help to prove propositional tautologies? In this generality, we leave open the question—but our results provide
partial answers. On the one hand, when proving tautologies “very complicated” advice is not necessary—it suffices to use
a “small amount of simple” advice (Theorem 5.3). Further, if advice is helpful to prove tautologies in the sense that proofs
become shorter in general, then again the advice can be simplified (Theorem 5.2).
On the other hand, if advice is not at all useful to prove tautologies, then optimal propositional proof systems exist
(Theorem 6.3), a consequence which is considered unlikely by many researchers (cf. [15]). For further research, it seems
interesting to explore how natural proof systems like resolution can facilitate advice. Is it possible to shorten proofs in such
systems by using advice?
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